
WAVE CARD BENEFITS
FAST & EASY

SAVE MONEY

LOAD ANYWHERE

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Simply touch your Wave card to the reader
every time you board or transfer. There are
readers on every bus and at every Silver Line
Station.

Get the savings of daily, weekly, and monthly
passes, but without the commitment or
upfront cost. You pay your way one trip at a
time, and you’ll never pay for a trip you don’t
take. The Wave will give you the best deal on
your fare based on how much you ride. 

Reload your card anywhere, anytime using
The Wave website, a retail location, or Rapid
Central Station. You can also choose auto-
load to add funds when your balance is low.

Register your card and set up a funding
source using our mobile-friendly website,
Manage multiple cards,
See a history of your recent trips and
transactions,
Deactivate/reactivate a lost or stolen card. 
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CVS can currently only reload existing Wave
cards.
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On Nov. 14, paper tickets will no longer be available at the following locations.   



SPECIAL PROGRAMS

The Rapid will continue to offer our non-profit
ticket program in 2020. However, instead of
offering 100 2-ride tickets to non-profits each
year, we will now provide 200 single-ride
barcodes. Barcodes will not include a transfer.

NON-PROFIT PROGRAM

SOCIAL SERVICE PROGRAM
Currently, we work with local social service
agencies to provide 35,000 2-ride tickets to
support the varied needs of the community
members in our six cities. Instead, we will offer
70,000 single-ride barcodes. Barcodes will not
include a transfer.  

The Rapid is working to transition all current
partner programs (employers, schools, etc.)
to The Wave. The Wave Partner Program
offers partners more account management
features and better cost savings.  

PARTNER PROGRAMS



NEXT PHASE

On the bus, fares will only be accepted in cash,
one-ride barcode or through a Wave card.
Change and change cards will not be provided
for those who pay in cash fare on the bus.
Both coins and bills will be accepted for cash fare
payment. No change will be given. 
No transfers will be given with cash fares. You
must use a Wave card to receive a transfer.
Paper tickets will be phased out and replaced
with single-ride barcodes at vending machines
(TVMs). 

 

STOP ACCEPTING TICKETS, TRANSFERS &
CHANGE CARDS

MOBILE APPLICATION

The Wave mobile payment app will be made
available for riders to scan when boarding. This app
is account based but functions separately from your
Wave card. 

TARGET DATE FOR CHANGE: SUMMER 2020

TARGET DATE FOR UPDATE: EARLY 2020



TICKETS/PASSES

The student 10-ride has been replaced with the Youth Wave card. The
Youth Wave card will cost the student no more than $33.75 in a 31-day
period.  A student utilizing the student 10-ride, if attending school M-F,

will pay between $40.50 and $42.70 in the same 31-day period. The Youth
card will save the student between $6.75 and $8.95 in a 31-Day period.

WAVE CARDS 

These are the current Wave cards available to riders. It's important to
note that the 10-Ride Wave card does not have access to farecapping. 

10-RIDECASH FARE OR 
CASH INCREMENT 1-DAY 7-DAY 31-DAY

MOBILE APPLICATION

WAVE CARDS
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$13.50$1.75
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$1.25
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$2.25

$2.50

$16.00 $47.00

$33.75

$30.00

$33.75

$11.25
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10-RIDE 1-DAY 7-DAY 31-DAYFARE OR CAP
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Single-ride barcodes for $1.75 will be available soon.


